
Cast Bullets in Levers
 

Browning Model 71 .348 Winchester
 
My first lever experience
 
I guess my first experience with lead bullets in lever actions came at about the tender age of five years or maybe it was
six.  Living in a rural area and having a father that was a hunter helped and at Christmas one year, I received a new
Daisy “Red Ryder” lever action carbine BB gun complete with a genuine rawhide loop so I could carry it over my
saddle horn (just as if I had a saddle or a horse for that matter).  Boy, was it a beauty.  At that age, I couldn’t cock it
easy except by placing the muzzle end between my toes on the ground and pushing down on the lever.  Never mind the
trouble, I went through large amounts of BBs. In those days, it was the steel, copper washed kind that came maybe 40
in a cellophane pack for $.01 or else in the large, economy size tubes at a nickel.  All was not well in my world though
and this is where the cast part comes in.  The affects of the war years were still upon us in those days and I ran out of
ammunition that came with the gun and the several stores in our small town didn’t have any. By worrying my mom
and in turn, all of the local merchants, she eventually found a small hardware that had some lead BBs. I came away
with about a ½ pond in a brown paper bag.  I expect they were lead shot for reloading and as I recall, the diameter was
slightly smaller than a regular BB but they functioned all right and killed sparrows deader than hell despite the high
trajectory but probably due to the heavier weight of the lead projectile and the enhanced sectional density. At any rate,
that was my first experience with lead bullets in a lever action. Later procurements of the conventional BBs allowed
me to go back to my regular shooting habits.  These lead projectiles were workable but not the best shooting I have
ever done.
 
An interesting lever story here about that Daisy Red Rider. We lived with my grandmother who at that time was up in
her late 60s.  She showed up one morning with fingers all black and blue and was questioned about what had
happened.  She’d seen a hawk by the barn and had attempted to cock the BB gun and didn’t get it cocked and the lever
under spring tension had caught her fingers hard.  She never lived that down.
 
My experiences with levers languished for maybe another 10 years and in high school, one of my hunting partner’s
father bought him a Marlin 39A for Christmas.  Man, what a beauty.  It was a shooter as well and many rats at the city
dump and squirrels fell to that little rifle.  I never owned one until last spring; one of my shooting partners brought one
to the range.  Said he wanted to see if it would shoot.  Said he’d bought it in 1956 and hadn’t even zeroed it since
then.  I asked it if was for sale and it was so it now resides in my safe after being zeroed.
 
The next experience with levers was quick in coming.  A Model 1892 Winchester in .32 WCF (32-20) came my way at
$35 while I was in high school. It was a full octagon barrel, full magazine model complete with curved butt plate and
buckhorn sights.  The barrel was somewhat pitted but it fired the Winchester .32-20 Lubaloy bullets just fine, it split
the cases on .32 Longs but .32 Shorts shot all right (oh what the young do in ignorance).  Anyway, that rifle went away
while I was in pursuit of a M1903A1 Springfield.  Sure wish I had both of them back now.



 
A few years later, a Model 1894 .30/30 came to the closet by virtue of a debt that was owed.  That was about 1964 and
it and others like it have been in the family ever since and I’ve loaded both jacketed and cast bullet for them ever
since.
 
I don’t proclaim myself an expert on lever action rifles but I do like them and I like to shoot cast bullets in them. 
They’re usually lightweight (relatively) and short and handy.  The Winchesters are sleek and quick handling and the
Marlins have hand filling wood and a balance that says, “I’ll shoot well” and they usually do. Many other makes of
levers have the same characteristics and shoot well.  I just happen to own Winchesters, Marlins and the one Browning.
 
Over the years, lever action rifles have kind of gotten a bum rap when it comes to their accuracy.  By a count a bit ago,
there are twelve different levers sitting in the safe in different calibers.  Most of these are the old calibers.  All are
Marlins, Winchesters and one Browning.  I’m not throwing rocks at the other manufacturers like Savage and some of
the cowboy reproduction companies but I like the older calibers. Of the twelve rifles, with a scope, ten of them will
shoot around 1” with cast bullets if I do my part.  The other two, the Marlin .22 and the Model 71 Browning have iron
sights and I can’t see well enough to shoot at 100 yards with irons but I have no doubt they’re as accurate as the
others.
 
Tuning a Lever Action
 
I hear many comments that my lever won’t shoot accurately.  I’ve had those problems.  The better accuracy seems to
come with loose guns.
 
Of course, trigger pull is important and you’ll have to get your gunsmith to fix that, as I’m not much into doing my
own trigger jobs.
 
If the magazine tube is tight, they may not shoot well and I’ve found that to be the most important factor. Many of my
magazine tubes are very loose and you can feel a distinct movement just by finger pressure.
 
Usually, a factory gun comes with too much magazine spring.  This puts a big pressure on the magazine and in turn,
the barrel.  Usually, my first operation with a new lever is to chop off the magazine spring.  I’ll remove the magazine
plug; extend the spring (it normally jumps out anyway).  I’ll then be sure it seats fully and then cut off all that extends
past the end over 8”.  Usually that’s quite a bit.  This eases some of the tension on the magazine tube.  Reassemble and
check the magazine tube.  If there’s some play, you’re ready to shoot.  If not, find out the cause and either relieve the
end of the magazine tube where it fits into the receiver or else the relief’s for the front mounting screws or for end cap
mounting screws until you have some play. Put it back together and it will probably shoot for you.
 
Check all screws on the rifle to be sure they’re tight.  Too many times, I’ve found the lower assembly screws on
Marlins replaced with a screw that’s too long and of improper threads because this screw tends to work loose.
Normally $2.86 from Brownell’s and a little Loctite fixes this right up. Don’t disregard the tightness of the tang
screws as well.
 
A lot of the older levers you find at gun shows will have been shot for years with jacketed ammo and not cleaned
properly.  Most casual hunters and shooters don’t have the foggiest idea about copper fouling and these old pieces will
be fouled from shooting copper jacketed bullets. Several days soaking and cleaning with a good copper dissolving
solvent will pay huge dividends in accuracy when attempting to shot cast bullets.
 
Another thing with shooting cast in levers, you may have to change the front sight with your cast loads, as many tend
to shoot higher with your cast loads due to the lower velocities you use. Brownell’s has a pretty good choice of front
blades for this purpose.
 
Then, there is the rifling.  If you have a Marlin with micro groove rifling, expect to have problems shooting good
groups.  I’ll stir up the proverbial hornet’s nest here and say right off that micro groove rifling is not made for cast



bullets.  Rifles with MG rifling will shoot cast bullets fairly accurately but you’ll have to use larger diameter bullets
and bullets that are harder than normal.  From my experiences, bullet designs with gas checks will give better accuracy
also.  With the shallow MG rifling, there’s just not much for the bullet to hang on to. If you already have a rifle with
MG rifling, by all means try cast bullets in it.  If you’re looking for a cast bullet rifle, buy one without MG rifling and
save yourself some headaches
 
 
Loading Cast in Lever Actions
 
Note - First, let me make a statement.  I don’t have a Model 95 Winchester, Model 99 Savage, none of the modern
Browning levers or even for that matter, any of the newer reproduction levers so popular in cowboy shooting today.  I
have nothing against them but I just don’t have any in my safe.  No doubt, they’re as good as what I have but these are
just my preferences in rifles.  They’ll all load basically the same with a few minor quirks between guns so the data
here should be pertinent. I’m just writing about the ones that I have and know about. If I don’t have any first hand
experience with something, I’ll keep my mouth shut.
 
Loading cast bullets in lever actions is no different from other reloading except that in lever actions, overall length
must be monitored and adhered to so they’ll feed through the magazine.
 
There are things that you have to pay special attention too due to the nature of the beast.
 
One thing is sizing.  I’ve heard many experts recommend full-length resizing cases for a lever action.  This is only true
if you’re using new cases or cases that have been fired in another rifle.  If they’re fired in your rifle, neck sizing makes
them last longer and gives better accuracy and I’ve never had problems with chambering in my rifles using neck sized
cases.
 
Another thing is crimping.  I crimp, but lightly.  If the expander in your die set is right, the bullet will hold just fine. 
One thing that is very important is to trim your cases occasionally.  This will insure that they’re all the same length and
will crimp the same.  When I’m loading bullets for a lever, I’ll set the seating die to crimp. Then, I’ll back it off a bit
and “feel” the resistant to the crimp.  If there’s too much resistance, this means I have a longer case and I’ll unscrew it
for that cartridge. It will crimp but it also my throw up a bulge just short of the case mouth and I have seen the
shoulders bulge to the point of not chambering.  So, the crimp step is important, do it gently.
 
Of course, as with all cast bullets, bell the mouth with a neck expander or “M” die. This is where the case trimming
comes in handy.  You only want enough “bell” so that the base of the bullet starts to enter the case mouth without any
resistance.  This will eliminate any lead shaving.  If your cases are different lengths, the “bell” will be larger or
smaller.  Getting your cases all the same length insures that the amount that you expand the case mouth will be
uniform.
 
Overall length of the cartridge is very important in lever actions as well.  Normally, the 336 Marlins will take a 2.500”
cartridge all right.  It just depends on what rifle you’re using as to what the length is.  My Browning M71 in .348
won’t take cartridges as long as the book says it should as I’m using a bullet with a fairly wide meplat. Use the book
value and then approach with caution. On Marlins, it’s possible to get a cartridge in a rifle with the bullet seated too
far out and it won’t chamber.  The really fine thing is that since the extractor has picked it up and the ejector is putting
pressure against it to eject and the nose won’t clear the receiver, you’re trapped with a loaded, live round in the rifle
that you can’t get out.  Hopefully you’re on the range and have the rifle pointed downrange and not in the reloading
room. To clear this, work a small screwdriver behind the extractor and release the cartridge. It will then move forward
into the chamber some and the bolt can be moved to the rear and the cartridge can be safely removed.
 
Occasionally, old cartridge cases will be encountered that can be reloaded.  I was recently given some really vintage
.32-40 cases and purchased a bunch of older .348 cases.  These were all annealed and then tumbled prior to attempting
to reload them.  To date I’ve had no case splits with these.  After a while cases will get brittle and need to be annealed
or they’ll split.



 
With levers, you may find the need to form cases.  The .30/30 case is the parent case (or vice versa) for the .25/35, the
.32-40, the .32 Special and the .38/55.  The .30/30 case can be used to form all of these cases but may be a bit short.
I’ve had very good luck with cases formed in this manner with cast bullets.
 
Occasionally, you’ll encounter a lever action that will not chamber full-length resized cases.  I have a .25/35 like that
and I know of a .30/30 also.  Factory ammunition will chamber but full length resized cases fired in another rifle or
formed cases will fail to chamber by a small amount…maybe ¼”.  This is caused when the chamber wasn’t fully cut to
the proper dimensions.  In this case, you have three options.  Fire factory ammunition and reuse the cases in that rifle
only. Obtain new, unfired brass and follow the same procedure. Have a gunsmith open the chamber a bit.  Or, you can
completely full length resize the brass.  I elected this last option with my .25/35.  When you full length resize brass or
form brass, maybe ¼” of the case is not resized as the shell holder interferes.  This is where the problem arises if the
rifle it was originally fired in had a sloppy chamber.  I take my .25/35 formed cases and lube the base of the case
about ½” up from the rim.  I have a set of .32-40 dies that has an extremely tight base.  Using a heavy piece of metal
(I use a ½” square chisel handle) on top of the press ram, I push the case all the way into the full-length die until the
rim contacts.  I then drive the case out with a small metal rod. This resizes the base area and the case will chamber and
work as long as it stays with this rifle.  It works in my case as I only have one .25/35.  If you have several .30/30s,
care must be taken not to fire it in another rifle or you’re back to your starting place.
 
Bullet style is also a consideration in lever actions.  The more conventional designs are best for functioning and
accuracy.  A round, flat nosed bullet works best from my experiences in almost any lever application and the
“cowboy” designs are made for them and seem to work best. SWC design bullets can be used successfully in some
levers.  My Marlin M1894 .357 Magnum and my M1894 Winchester Legacy .44 Magnum both function and shoot
well with SWC design bullets.  You’ll just have to see what yours will handle.
 
While I’m on the subjects of bullets, you should only use flat nose designs in your lever actions with tubular
magazines.  I’ve used some round nose designs without trouble but I prefer a flat nose.  It just doesn’t make sense to
me to put a sharp object against a live primer with the chance that it will cause the cartridge in front of it to go off
under the recoil of firing.  May writers say it doesn’t matter but I once saw a.308 cartridge go off when a fellow tossed
(not threw with force) it off a 10 foot bank and it landed primer first on a very small gravel.  There is just no reason to
take a chance.
 
Specific Calibers

 
.25-20

 
I’m fortunate to own one of the little NRA Commemorative Marlin Model 1894s in this caliber.  From the factory, it
shot just fine with the Lyman #257420 bullet, which runs about 70 grains.  Add anything longer and heavier such as
the Lyman #257312 or the RCBS 25-85-CS and the bullet holes show elongation at 100 yards due to the 1-14 twist. A
variety of powders can be used in the .25-20 and Lil Gun is one of my favorites. I had my rifle re-barrelled with a 1-
12 twist Douglas barrel and asked that the barrel be left as long as the blank allowed. At the same time, I asked that a
full magazine tube be installed.  This makes for a pretty handy little repeater and it will handle the heavier bullets.
 
Several years ago, we had a kid’s day at our club and members were asked to bring their rifles out for the juniors to
fire. I had a 2-10X Weaver scope installed so I took the .25-20 and a bunch of ammunition I had loaded with Lyman’s
#257420 bullet.  They had a ball at 100 yards with it and it was one of the more popular rifles there.  After the session,
several of us were plinking to use up some ammo and there was a rock on the 300 yard berm.  I clicked up and was
able to pretty consistently hit it with the .25-20.  That shocked me, as I had no idea that it was accurate at that distance.



It’s a fun little round.
 

 
.32-20

 
I’ve never owned one of these since I started reloading. I’ve passed on several of the Marlin M1894s figuring that I
didn’t need another small caliber to load for. From people I have talked with that own them, the Lyman #311316 gas
checked bullet is the one to use for this caliber.  With Starline making good thick brass for them, they should be a
good, fun little shooter.
 
The old Winchester Model 92 I had as a teenager was really fun to shoot and I wish it were still in the safe.
 
Several days ago, I was on Marlin’s web site and they still list the M1894CL in .32-20 so there is still an opportunity
for casters to acquire and shoot this fine old caliber.
 

 
.25/35

 
In my opinion, this is a sleeper among cast bullet rounds.  It’s mild recoiling, accurate and easy to load for.  The
Model 94s with their 1-8 twists require a heavy bullet for proper accuracy and probably, they’re a bit on the light side
for deer despite the fact that many have been harvested with them.  I’d say the #257325 Lyman bullet would be pretty
good for them, if you can find one. I looked for a Model 94 for years and gave up and built one on a Marlin 336 with a
1-10 twist Douglas barrel.  It’s a 20 inch barreled carbine and with the RCBS 25-100-FN bullet, it will shoot into an
inch if I do my part. I have always thought that Marlin sure missed a lot of sales by not introducing a run of these with
1-10 twist barrels.  Brass and loaded ammunition are still available but sometimes hard to find. Formed .30/30 cases do
well in my rifle and that’s about all that I shoot in it. It’s a great little rifle.
 

 
.30/30

 
What can I say about the old thirty thirty.  Nothing bad.  The old Model 94s are slick and handle well as do the Model
99 Savages.  The Marlins shoot well with jacketed stuff or with cast in one of the old 336As that have the cut rifling
barrels. The Marlin has the advantage of being easier to take apart for cleaning and for being able to be scoped easier.
The micro groove barrels on the Marlins have a bad reputation for not shooting cast well but I’ve found that .310
bullets that are water quenched did quite well with them. Cases are easy to come by and a wide choice of bullets is
available.  My choice is either the 30-150-FN RCBS or the #316 Saeco in the 150 grain persuasion or else the 30-180-
FN RCBS, #311041 Lyman or even the old #311291 Lyman if a heavier weight bullet is desired. There’s been a
.30/30 among my guns since 1966 and I expect there will continue to be for a while.



 

 
.32-40

 
 Again, here’s an older caliber that you don’t encounter often.  Ammunition and cases are hard to find for them and the
only production bullet that’s made for them is the 32-170-FN RCBS.  I searched for a shooter for years and the
collectors had “collected” them all except the ones that had bad barrels and they were too high in cost for my shallow
pockets.  Again, I made one.  A 336 Marlin was re-barrelled with a 1-16 twist Douglas barrel in a 20 inch barreled
carbine configuration. I searched for a variety of bullets and found about half a dozen suitable moulds. I obtained
some .32-40 brass but even though it was new, I stared getting age cracking when firing so I started using formed
.30/30 brass and it does quite well.  Reloading information for the .32-40 is available but dated and kind of wimpy. It
was intended for the most part for older Winchesters and Marlins. In actuality, with a strong rifle, it can be boosted to
respectable hunting velocities and with selected loads; mine will shoot 1” with a scope at 100 yards.  Good bullets for
the .32-40 if you can find them are the #321297 Lyman, the #321295 Lyman and of course, my favorite and the only
bullet in production at present, the 32-170-FN RCBS. This old caliber definitely has a place in the cast bullet shooting
field in levers.
 

 
.32 Special

 
Several years ago, one of the old Shooter’s members gave me about 400 rounds of once fired .32 Special cases and a
set of dies.  Since I already had ample moulds for the .32-40 and the appropriate sizing dies, I started looking for a
rifle.  I passed on many Model 94s as the prices were out of sight. Now, I know that Jesse James didn’t own every
Model 94 .32 Special that was ever made.  It was before his time but that’s the prices these guys were asking in these
days of cowboy shooting when anything with a lever demands high prices. I finally located an old Marlin 336A in .32
Special in Oregon with a good, cut rifling barrel.  When I received it, I had the usual copper fouling and was beat up a
bit but after removing the fouling, the rifling was good and a new extractor and set of screws set it right.  Scoped, it
shoots the RCBS 32-170-FN into an inch when I do my part.  Many other obsolete mould designs are available through
E-Bay but the RCBS is the only bullet that I’d recommend that is currently being in production. Again, the Lyman
#321297 and #321295 also work well in this caliber.  With a bullet running 180 grains, the old .32 Special don’t take a
back seat to the .30/30 and I’ll verify that fact.
 

 
.348 Winchester

 
This old caliber is seldom seen much anymore.  There are plenty of old Winchester Model 71s and Browning
reproductions out there.  It was introduced at the end of the reign of the old Model 1886 Winchester big bore days and



is probably adequate for hunting most of the big game in the United States.  Brass is hard to find for it but can be
located if you look hard enough. Moulds are no longer made by the big production companies so they’re either
obtained by finding used ones or ordering one form a custom mould maker.  Sizing dies are the same way.  You either
stumble on to them on E-Bay or else you order custom sizers.  I was lucky enough to find a new M71 Browning at a
gun show last year and had moulds already stashed so I got mine into the firing mode relatively quickly. So far, I’ve
obtained 2” groups at 50 yards with it but haven’t tried it with irons at 100 yards.  It’s does plink well at 100 yards. 
My favorite bullets are an old Ideal #350457 factory hollow point mould that weights 240 grains and a Lyman
#350482, which is a “clone” of the 358009 and weighs 265 grains. RCBS also makes a 348-200-FN that weighs 210
grains but it is a special order option. The .348 is a nice old lever action and will make a nice hunting rifle with cast for
a man that wants one of the old big frame Winchesters to hunt with.
 

.38/357
 
Everyone should have one of these.  When I was in high school, the big craze was to convert a Model 92 Winchester
to .357 Magnum.  It used up a lot of otherwise nice old Model 92s that could have been preserved for posterity.
 
It seems like everyone makes one of these in this time of high interest cowboy shooting. I’ll leave the selection up to
you.  Mine is a Marlin M1894 Cowboy Special.  It’s the older carbine with the round barrel.  It wears a set of Lyman
receiver sights and occasionally it will wear a 2-10X Weaver scope.  I have shot 1 ½” groups with the Lyman #358439
bullet with it and a load of 2400 so the accuracy is there.
 
My rifle has close to 20K rounds through it as of this writing.  Many of these were .38 Specials that I loaded fairly
warm.  I guess you’d say it’s my .22 “cast rifle” as I normally keep around 20 boxes of ammo loaded for it an any
given time.  I’ll just grab it up and grab couple of boxes of ammo for plinking and head to the range.
 
There’s nothing special in loading for it.  Keith bullets may be too long seated in the crimp groove but there are many
good cowboy designs out there that will feed reliably and shoot accurately.
 
As I said, everyone needs one of these. Makes a fine little rifle for the house and with .38 Specials, you can load it
once and shoot all week.
 

.35 Remington
 
One of the many levers in my safe that gets more attention than any of the others is the old .35 Remington Marlin
carbine.  It’s short and handy and shoots really well.  It’s uglier than an old maid aunt but it’s reliable and there when I
need it.  Being an early model, it’s blessed with the ballard style rifling as opposed to Marlin’s present day micro
groove.  That makes it so good for cast shooting.  When I first picked it up at a gun show and looked down the barrel, I
thought I’d been had.  About a week of soaking with Shooter’s Choice and many patches through the bore, I found that
it was smooth and had good rifling. I was blessed with a windfall of 700 once fired .35 Remington cases.  I tried the
Lyman #358315 in it but the nose on that bullet seems a bit small to shoot well.  It handles the #352 Saeco just fine but
the real performer in it is the RCBS 35-200-FN and I recommend this as a place to start if you’re just starting out with
the .35 Remington.



 
I normally neck size these cases using a tungsten carbide sizer designed for the .38 Special/ .357 Magnum.  This works
just fine and eliminates the need for messing with messy case lube.  An additional step is required for de-capping but
this isn’t too much of a bother.
 
Pistol bullets designed for the .38 Special and .357 Magnum do all right but I usually settle for the RCBS bullet as it’s
just as easy to make and I have a double cavity mould with one cavity hollow pointed. 200 grain revolver bullets such
as the 195 grain version of the Lyman #358430 and the Lyman #35875 also shoot well if you’re inclined to go this
route.  Being as they’re plain base bullets, I normally shoot a dacron wad with them as base protection.
 
The .35 Remington is one of the calibers that defies the “law” of shooting cast bullets.  Most of these rifles have very
short throats and usually, it’s necessary to seat the bullet below the case neck to get it to function through the action. 
In my rifle, it seems to make no difference and if I hold my mouth right, it will deliver 1” groups for me at 100 yards
with a scope. For normal use, it has a Lyman 66 receiver sight.
 
For hunting, plinking and all around use, you’ll have to go far to find a better or more cast bullet friendly lever than
the .35 Remington.
 

 
.38/55

 
This is probably the best all around cast caliber that has ever been made in the proper rifle. Bullet designs and moulds
are plentiful, cases for cast can be made by blowing out .30/30 brass (although it will be a bit short), and recoil is mild,
making it possible to shoot a great many rounds at one sitting…and it’s accurate (with the right barrel).  For many
reasons, there probably has never been a perfect .38/55.  Oversize bores plagued the older Model 94s and many that are
encountered have badly pitted barrels.  Cost of one of these is usually prohibitive for a shooter due to the collector’s
prices being asked for them.  Then, along comes Marlin and makes a beautiful .38/55.  Everything you could ask for in
a cast bullet gun except they shot themselves in the foot and went with the oversize bores again. While we now have
moulds that can compensate for this, rounds loaded with these oversize bullets wouldn’t chamber unless the chamber
was reamed.  While Marlin made good on many of these goof ups, they could have really had a fine rifle had they
used a .375” barrel.  If you find or make a decent .38/55 with the right barrel, you’ll have a shooter.  I made one up on
a #1 Ruger with a Douglas Supreme 1-16 twist barrel and it’s a shooter…but, not a “real” lever.
 
Warning:  .375 Winchester ammunition will normally chamber and shoot in the .38-55.  .38-55 factory
ammunition will sometimes chamber and fire in the .375 Winchester.  Neither practice is what I’d call safe as
the .375 Winchester factory ammunition is loaded to a pressure level too great for many old .38-55 rifles.  Some
factory .38-55 cases are too long for use in .375 Winchester chambers.  Use the right ammunition for the right
gun.
 
On the other hand, either case may be safely used with cast loads.  The .375 Winchester cases will be a bit short in the
.38-55 but will work just fine.
 



 
.375 Winchester

 
Several years back when searching for a .38/55, I ran into a Model 94 “Big Bore” in mint condition.  Since it was close
enough to a .38/55 for me to play with, I latched on to it and shot it for about 3 years.  Marlin also made one with
microgroove rifling but I haven’t had an opportunity to try one of them.  The Model 94 shot well for me with about all
of the Lyman/Ideal .375 bullets as well as the RCBS 37-250-FN sized to .376”.  Since my old eyes don’t do much with
iron sights, I eventually traded it off when I got my Ruger Number 1 in .38/55.
 
I had two bullets that shot really well in it.  One was the Lyman #375296 HP and the other was an NEI #178A which
weighed 266 grains.  Either bullet shot better than I could see at 100 yards. 
 
Most of the cases that I used were blown out .30/30s and they worked fine with cast.
 
About 5 years ago, a wildfire burned off the berm on our 300 yard range. For the remainder of that year, our sport was
plinking at some white rocks the size of a football on the 300 yard berm with cast.  I had my shooting partner make me
a front dovetail aperture that replaces the blade.  Made from a small washer silver soldered into an old blade.  With a
Lyman receiver sight, that front aperture and the #178A NEI bullet, you could nail that rock every time at 300 yards
with the .375.
 
I have heard tales that a few angle eject models of the Model 94 were made. I’d sure like to have one of them to play
with for a while. I may even try one of the Marlin Big Bores with slightly larger bullets.  The .375 Winchester was a
round that was way ahead of its time and makes darn fine hunting round.
 
Warning:  .375 Winchester ammunition will normally chamber and shoot in the .38-55.  .38-55 factory
ammunition will sometimes chamber and fire in the .375 Winchester.  Neither practice is what I’d call safe as
the .375 Winchester factory ammunition is loaded to a pressure level too great for many old .38-55 rifles.  Some
factory .38-55 cases are too long for use in .375 Winchester chambers.  Use the right ammunition for the right
gun.
 

.41 Magnum
 
About 9 years ago I bought a used Ruger Blackhawk in 41 Magnum.  A few months later I bought a T/C 14” barrel in
41 Magnum and then my endeavor to find loads that work commenced.  I had the following moulds to try: Lyman
#41026, #41028, #410610, #41027, #410459, #410426, #412263 RCBS 41-210KT, 41-210, Lee 410-195 HP, 410-195
and 410-240. Some of the Lyman moulds have been hollow pointed.
 
Life was good as all I had to worry about was overall length and sizing them to .411. I honed out a .410 sizer die to
.411. It didn’t seem to matter if I used plain base or gas check bullets. Accuracy out of the scoped T/C was around 3-
4” at 100 yards and I could get down to 2” loads. The RBH could easily do 2” groups at 50 yards with open sights.



The best shooting bullets were the RCBS designs and the Lee 195 HP and the Lyman 410426, 410610 and 41027. Like
I said life was good.
 
All that changed about 2 years ago when I bought a Marlin 1894FG. I had been looking at lever action 41’s but wasn’t
willing to pay the $600 plus they seem to be asking and getting. I found a NIB Marlin at a gun show for $400 out the
door so it followed me home.
 
First thing I found out was it didn’t like .410 or .411 sizes cast bullets. So I honed out another .410 die to .412. Groups
started tightening up. I am still breaking this carbines action in but bullets with rounded noses feed better than SWC’s.
Also the OAL is more critical than with my RBH. I can easily shoot 2” groups at 50 yards with the 41028 and 410426
bullets. This carbine has a 1.5x4.5 power scope on it. The 410610, RCBS designs and Lee 195’s seem to feed the best.
It doesn’t like feeding the longer nosed 41059 or 41032.
The 1894FG will be used deer hunting this year along with a couple more levers. I figure another couple hundred
rounds and this action will loosen up. This carbine has the micro-groove rifling but other than needing a little larger
diameter bullets it shoots just as good as my 44 Magnum and 45 Colt Winchester lever actions.

Mark Miller/Orygun Mark
 

 

.44 Magnum
 
Now, this is one of the best and worst calibers as far as lever action rifles go.  It’s a great caliber; IF, you can find the
right rifle to match it up with.  I first bought a M1894 Marlin with the 1-38 twist rifling.  I tried everything with that
rifle and was only able to shoot bullets up to about 265 grains in it with reasonable accuracy at 100 yards.  Forget 300
grainers as they ended up going through sideways.  The Lyman #429215 shot really well in it as long as I kept the
velocity down.
 
The next experiment was to re-barrel this rifle with a Douglas 1-18 twist.  My reasoning was that if the pistols
stabilized anything from 200-300 grain bullets, the rifle would too. Not good reasoning.  It handles 300 grain bullets
well but not the lighter bullets. Eventually, it was traded and I went looking again.
 
The next candidate was a Marlin 336 .44 Magnum (yeah, they made one a while back). This one shot pretty decently
but the rifling was kind of worn in it and it got traded.
 
I was about fed up with .44 Magnum rifles and for sure, I’d sworn off on Marlin .44 Magnums with the 1-38 twist
micro groove rifling forever.
 
Felix and myself corresponded all one winter on the optimum twist for a .44 rifle.  I measured bullets and made a
computer model and ran the figures on everything I had through a modified Green Hill model.  We finally concluded
that the optimum twist for the .44 Magnum in a rifle was 1-26 for all weight bullets.
 
The next summer, Winchester came out with their Legacy with a 1-26 twist.  I ordered up one and when it came in, I
scoped it and headed for the range.  I had on hand some loaded Lyman #429421s over 15.0 grains of WC820 (L50276)
that I’d used as my plinking load in the Super Blackhawk.  I adjusted the sight and proceeded to plunk 5 into a group
that was a little over an inch.  Some RCBS 44-300-SWC loads went into about 2” at 100 yards and even the #433
Saeco shot well.  All of these loads fed in the Legacy and since the #429421 load matches up with my Super
Blackhawk, I haven’t messed with anything else.
 



So, in my opinion, the .44 Magnum in a lever is a great rifle for cast, IF, you have one for the right twist.
 
As with any straight walled case, loading is a breeze and the only considerations you need to watch are overall length
of the loaded round for feeding.
 

.444 Marlin
 
Here’s another great lever round, IF, you have the correct twist.  For many years, I steered clear of it as it reputedly
wouldn’t shoot well with bullets over 265 grains with the 1-38 twist most rifles had. 
 
I shoot with an old fellow that has one of the old micro groove 1-38 twist models and his handles the Lyman #429640
devastator hollow point bullet modified for a 1/8” cavity.  It won’t handle anything bigger or accuracy goes south.
 
When Marlin made their first run of the “new” M1895 .45/70s with ballard 1-20” twist rifling, I ordered one.  It shot
so darn nice that I ordered a companion M1895 in .444, also with the ballard 1-20 twist rifling.  It’s a shooter.  I’ve
shot everything in it from the Lyman# 429215 HP to some “downsized” 390 grain bullets designed for the .43 Egyptian
with good results.
 
It handles bullets in the 300 grain class very well.  My favorite is the 44-300-SWC RCBS.  I also shoot a bunch of
Lyman’s #429640 HP modified with a plug to make solids. At 100 yards, these will go into 1” with scope if I do my
part.
 
I’m surprised that the gun writers haven’t done a big spread on the .444 with the improved rifling as it’s a great
rifle/cartridge combination and very accurate.
 
I normally use a .44 Magnum tungsten carbide die to neck size these down as far as the bullet goes in the case.  An
additional step is required to de-prime the cases but it worth not having to mess with the lubrication and subsequent
cleaning.
 
If you want a big bore .44, you can’t go wrong with a 1-20 twist Marlin .444.
 

.45 Colt
 
I’d never shot a .45 Colt rifle until several weeks ago when a shooting acquaintance bought one of the new cowboy
Marlins and started loading for it, or attempting to.  I provided bullets and he did the loading.  He kept having
problems so I picked it up one morning and put 5 rounds into a 2” group at 100 yards so the fault in this case is not
with the rifle.
 
The .45 Colt cartridge is easy to load and I’ve never had rim problems as some people have reported and I’ve probably
shot ten thousand rounds in a handgun.



 
The bullets I provided for his rifle were Lyman #454190s and a batch of Lyman #454190 hollow points. It feeds well
and shoots well in this particular rifle and I could see where it would make a nice field gun as well.  Other than .45
Colt cases being scarcer than .44 Magnum, I don’t see much difference between the two calibers.
 
If you have to have a.45 Colt, by all means grab one and start loading.  Cowboy loads are easily put together but you’ll
have to work a bit more on the full power hunting loads.
 

.45/70 Government
 
Finally, we’re to the “King of the Hill” of levers in my opinion.  There are many .45/70 levers out there that are fine
rifles.  Marlin Model 1895s in both the old and new configurations and many versions of the Model 1886 Winchester
both antique and modern as well as other antique Marlins.
 
My personnel preference is the ballard rifling 1-20 twist Model 1895 Marlin.  Even these come in several
configurations but my preference is the basic half magazine model. I ordered this one as soon as they came out.  I had
a Number 1 Ruger in .45/70 but I wanted a lever.  I scoped it with a 2-10X Weaver and had one of my shooting
partners do a trigger job on it and the first few trips to the range showed me that it would easily outshoot the Ruger
hands down.  As a result, the Ruger found a new home.
 
Marlin hit this one right on the head.  It handles every bullet I have from a Lyman #457191 HP weighting a bit shy of
300 grains to the Lyman #462560 “Thor’s Hammer” weighing it at 500 plus grains.
 
My personal preference is the RCBS 45-405-FN.  I have one of these moulds with one cavity hollow pointed and it
will handle anything in the shooting line that I need. I highly recommend it.  Another favorite is the Lyman #457122
HP….the old Gould bullet.  You’ll not go wrong on these.
 
I have found in shooting many rounds of cast that sizing the bullets to .459” helps with both accuracy and also
decreases the possibility of leading.
 
With the right bullet/powder combination, look for 1” groups from a scoped rifle at 100 yards.
 
Don’t get any better in a lever than a .45/70.
 
Other lever Calibers
 
As I said earlier, if I don’t have one, I don’t write about it.  You’ll notice the absence of comments on many nice lever
calibers such as the .218 Bee, the .219 Zipper, the .22 Savage High Power, the .41 Magnum and a host of obsolete
vintage calibers such as the .38-40 and .44-40. Alas, I can’t own them all although I’d like to.  Also missing are the
more modern lever calibers and there is a “laundry list” of them that I left out. Another class of levers that I didn’t
touch is the wildcats.  These come in many forms and include small, medium and big bore versions such as the .450
and .50 Alaskans.
 
 I’ve always been intrigued and wanted to build a small wildcat on the M1894 Marlin action in either .256 Winchester
Magnum or else the .30/357 Magnum. Alas, my eyesight’s going and my gun safe is getting full so I may not get to do
that.  I hope that you do and it works successfully.



 

The Legacy of Lever Guns
Wolfe Publishing Company

 
 
A great reference if you can find it is Wolfe Publishing Company’s, The Legacy of Lever Guns, 2000 Edition.  They
gave it away several years ago with subscriptions as a bonus.  Some fine data in there. Mine has the price of $4.99 on
the cover.  They are still available through Wolfe at a cost of $8.00.  They are well worth that money..
 
Paco Kelly on Sixgunner.com also has written extensively about loading and shooting lever actions.  I highly
recommend his articles as a good read.
 
In conclusion
 
Maybe I should have titled this article, “From Ants to Elephants” as that’s an apt use for the lever actions that we have
today.
 
I think that many of us grew up with the glamour of the lever action in the movies when used by our favorite cowboy
heroes and we keep thinking back to those days. It may be that we remember our forefathers using an old lever to hunt
deer with that never failed him.  At any rate, they’re intriguing rifles and when it’s all said and done, they do a fine job
in the hunting and recreational shooting fields with no apologies necessary for accuracy or reliability if we do our part
and provide good, reliable ammunition.
 
These old rifles have their origins with cast bullets and by golly, with the proper ammunition, they’ll still do the job
today with cast ammunition.
 
 

John Goins/aka beagle
 
 
 
 
.
 
 


